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Plays About Changemakers
by Megan Monaghan Rivas

G

reat stories involve great changes. Our regular column on newly available plays and musicals focuses in this issue on a collection
of changemakers, rabble-rousers and all-around firebrands. To develop the following list of suggested titles, we surveyed major

play publishers’ offerings during the past six months. With each play, you’ll find the cast breakdown and a referral to the publisher who
holds the rights. Enjoy!

Marian, or the True Tale of Robin Hood,

Zone and part The Lottery, a mysterious

for being nuts. When tragedy hits, they

by Adam Szymkowicz

school with a single demanding teacher

travel to another America. An idyllic liberal

A gender-bending, patriarchy-smashing,

shields a diverse group of students

town, right smack in the forest. But is there

hilarious new take on the classic tale.

from what lies outside the door. When a

shelter here? Or is home each other? And,

Robin Hood is (and has always been) Maid

few courageous students dare question

when push comes to shove, as it always

Marian in disguise, leading a motley group

authority and seek to discover the truth,

does … is each other enough?

of Merry Men (few of whom are actually

they quickly find out that as desperate as

Cast breakdown: 3 females; 4 males

men) against the greedy Prince John. A play

they are to escape, there are some outside

Publisher: Dramatists Play Service, Inc.

about selfishness and selflessness and love

who are equally desperate to get in.

www.dramatists.com

deferred and the fight. Always the fight.

Cast breakdown: Up to 21, any gender mix

Cast breakdown: 21 females; 7 males;

Publisher: Playscripts, Inc.

1 trans/nonbinary; cast can be doubled or

www.playscripts.com

expanded
Publisher: Samuel French
www.samuelfrench.com

Too Heavy for Your Pocket,
by Jiréh Breon Holder
In the summer of 1961, the Freedom Riders

Molly’s Hammer, by Tammy Ryan

are embarking on a courageous journey

In 1980, Molly Rush, a Pittsburgh housewife

into the Deep South. When 20-year-old

and mother of six, walked into a G.E. plant

Bowzie Brandon gives up a life-changing

This Is Modern Art, adapted by Kevin

and took a hammer to the nose cone of

college scholarship to join the movement,

Coval and Idris Goodwin

a nuclear warhead. She and her fellow

he’ll have to convince his loved ones – and

Graffiti crews are willing to risk anything

activists went to trial to sound the alarm,

himself – that shaping his country’s future

for their art. Called vandals, criminals,

and the world was pulled back from the

might be worth jeopardizing his own.

even creative terrorists, graffiti artists set

brink of nuclear annihilation for the time

Cast breakdown: 2 females; 2 males

out to make their voices heard and alter

being. Told with humor and love, Molly’s

Publisher: Dramatists Play Service, Inc.

the way people view the world. But when

Hammer shines a light on how ordinary

www.dramatists.com

one crew finishes the biggest graffiti bomb

people taking action have the potential to

of its career, the consequences get serious

save our world.

and spark a public debate asking, “Where

Cast breakdown: 1 female; 2 males

does art belong?”

Publisher: Dramatic Publishing

Cast breakdown: 2 females; 4 males

www.dramaticpublishing.com

Publisher: Playscripts, Inc.
www.playscripts.com

Homefree, by Lisa Loomer
A dark urban fairy tale about three cast-

The Conditions of Resistance,

out teens and the flip side of the American

by Stephen Dolginoff

dream. Franklin, Breezy and JJ have been

In a dystopian future that’s part Twilight

kicked out for being gay, for being pretty,
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From the SETC President

A

At the heart of theatre is inspiration. In this issue of Southern Theatre, we share
inspiration for those working across the wide spectrum of theatre.
It’s hard to imagine a setting more rich in inspiration for design students and
practitioners than the SETC Convention’s design keynote session. There, attendees
have the opportunity to hear stories and learn invaluable lessons from four of the
top people in the field, the distinguished designers who adjudicate the annual
Design Competition. For those who missed this year’s event – and for those who
would just like to experience the designers’ collective wisdom again – we share
highlights in a story by Robert O’Leary and Neno Russell.
We move on from design inspiration to divine inspiration with a story by
Bert Wallace on the growing need for workers with theatre expertise in religious
institutions. Wallace shares information on the types of jobs available, why some
find the work especially satisfying and whether you have to be a believer to get
hired.
Most of us don’t need help dreaming big, but we often do need help figuring
out how to finance our goals in life. Kyle Moore offers some assistance, sharing
information specifically geared to people working in theatre on getting out from
under student debt, surviving on a limited income, making a move to a new city
and saving money to retire.
Have some old VHS tapes lying around your house? Discover a new use
for them in this issue’s “Outside the Box” column, featuring innovative design
solutions. Therrin Eber shares the technique he used to transform VHS film into
special-effect shimmer curtains for a recent opera production.
Looking for a new play that celebrates people who are inspired to take action?
In our new plays column, “Hot off the Press,” Megan Monaghan Rivas provides
a list of newly available plays about rabble-rousers, revolutionaries and changemakers.
Finally, in our regular book column, “Words, Words, Words…,” Richard St.
Peter reviews The School of Doing: Lessons from Theater Master Gerald Freedman, a
new book by Isaac Klein that spotlights one of the great directors of our time,
who also is the former dean of the School of Drama at the University of North
Carolina School of the Arts.
I think you’ll find a lot in this edition of Southern Theatre to get your creative
juices flowing – and my wish is that you’ll find inspiration for your work in the
days, weeks and months ahead.
Happy reading,

Jeff Gibson, SETC President
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outside

the box
DESIGN/
TECH
SOLUTIONS

Shimmer Curtain

Create Your Low-Cost Version
with VHS Tapes and Hula Hoops

by Therrin Eber

B

uying new curtains for a theatre is
always a major decision because of the

expense involved, and it can be especially
difficult to convince the powers that be
to purchase special-effect types, such as
shimmer curtains. Often a director wants
the shimmer curtain – made from shiny
strips of mylar (designer vinyl) that flow
down from a batten – for a single moment
in the show. Depending on the size of your
stage, it can be an extremely expensive
moment.
So, when I chose a sleek, marble design

featuring four 20-foot black shimmer
curtain pillars for a recent production of the
G. F. Handel opera Semele at the University
of Alabama, I needed a low-cost design
alternative. Have no fear, the 1990s came
to the rescue.
The Discovery

During the incubation period of
designing the show, the perfect shimmer
curtain idea came to me as I sat on my couch
at home. There, on my entertainment center,
the VHS set of Titanic stared back at me, just
waiting to entertain people again.
My idea: Take the VHS cassettes, strip
them of their film (recycling the plastic
cases), attach the strips of film to gaff tape,
and attach the gaff tape to a hula hoop.
The result: an extremely low-cost
shimmer curtain. Titanic’s Jack and Rose
would entertain once again, this time in
20-foot strips of film, hanging around a hula
hoop with hundreds of their best friends.

The black shimmer curtain at left was created from VHS film and a hula hoop for the March
2018 production of the opera Semele by the University of Alabama Opera Theatre.

After I proposed my idea in a meeting,
we decided to create a quick sample to test

The Process

more? It turns out there is an abundance

how it would work. Once our sample was

Step 1. Gather enough VHS tapes.

of VHS tapes in thrift stores around the

made, it was an easy decision: Where do

I had my two VHS tapes of Titanic at

country, but we didn’t need to go that

home, but where were we going to get

route. Soon enough, other members of the

we buy 15 more VHS tapes in 2017?
6 x Southern Theatre x Summer 2018

Left: Workers attach VHS film to the gaff
tape. Above: After removing the water
from the hula hoop’s interior via a drainage
hole, workers begin attaching VHS tape
to the hula hoop using zip ties. Right: The
finished curtains, hung on stage, reflected
light and caused fluid movement as people
walked past, creating a shimmer effect.

production staff had donated a VHS or five

We added small grommet holes, spray

from their personal collections that had

painted them black, and zip-tied the film

been collecting dust since they got rid of

and gaff tape assembly to the hula hoop.

their VCRs nearly a decade ago.

The End Result

Step 2. Cut the tape in 20-foot lengths.

When we hung the pillars, we were

Materials/Labor
To create four shimmer curtains,
we used:

We quickly learned that this was going

pleased with the look. The black VHS tape

10 VHS tapes

to be no small feat. During the first work

flowed down from the sky without problem.

call, we had two workers do nothing but

The pillars reflected light beautifully. They

1/3 roll of gaff tape

cut VHS tape in 20-foot lengths for five

swayed, causing a natural fluid movement

hours. At the end, we had enough for only

as people walked past them, creating the

one and a half of the four hula hoops that

desired shimmer look. Best of all, they were

we needed.

inexpensive. Now that the show is over, the

We found that some films have two
glossy sides to their tape, and some films

hula hoops and attached VHS tape store

4 hula hoops, purchased from a major
retailer
32 hours of labor (two people, working
8 hours each). Work went much faster
when we made a VHS tape jig.

easily in a labeled trash bag.
Safety Note: VHS tape is made of

have a single glossy side. On the show side,

The process of creating shimmer curtains

we used the glossy side, which appeared

using the VHS tape method is time-

polyethylene terephthalate (Mylar) that

black under stage light. The matte side will

consuming, but it is significantly cheaper

is untreated. That means that VHS tape

appear more of a dark brown.

(even if you pay for labor) than purchasing

is flammable and should be treated like

Step 3. Drain the hula hoops.

them. I look forward to keeping VHS tape

any other flammable material you put

Yes, we discovered that the hula hoops

in my bag of tricks. n

on your stage. Other commercial mylar

we purchased were filled with water. Hula
hoops typically require water, or some
form of weight inside of them, to continue
momentum when you are hula hooping.
You will need to remove the water. Drilling
a hole and draining the hoop worked just

Therrin Eber is pursuing an
MFA in design and technical
production at the University of
Alabama. He has worked as a
scenic designer, lighting designer
and technical director for theatre,
live music and opera.

curtains purchased from major theatrical
retailers have been treated with a flame
preventative chemical. This project was
designed in an LED facility with little risk,
and the only instrumentation was LED
lights from underneath.

fine for us.
Step 4. Attach the VHS tape.
We put the VHS film directly onto the

Do you have a design/tech solution that would make
a great Outside the Box column?

gaff tape, and when we were done with our
string, we folded it over onto itself, so the
film was attached to the tape on both sides.

Send a brief summary of your idea to Outside the Box Editor
F. Randy deCelle at rdecelle@ua.edu.
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Designing Your Future
Advice from SETC’s 2018 Distinguished Designers

Rural Theatre

by Robert O’Leary and Neno Russell

Cumberland County Playhouse, Crossville, TN

S

SETC’s guest designers not only spend countless hours adjudicating entries in
the annual Design Competition at the SETC Convention, but they also take time
to share their expertise, their advice and their views on the world of design during
student critiques and a Thursday night keynote.
On the pages that follow, we share highlights of the collective wisdom offered by the
designers who adjudicated the 2018 Design Competition in Mobile: scene designer
Donyale Werle, lighting designer Stephen Strawbridge, costume designer Jane
Greenwood, who also accepted SETC’s Distinguished Career Award, and sound
designer Jane Shaw.

DONYALE WERLE on Scene Design
Embrace the changing landscape of
design in theatre and the world
Donyale Werle is a set designer and sustainable
design advocate who works on Broadway, off
Broadway and regionally. Her most recent
Broadway set design was for In Transit (see photo
at left), which closed in 2017. Winner of the 2012
Tony nomination for Bloody Bloody Andrew Jackson,
she also has received Obie, Lucille Lortel, Hewes
Design, Outer Critics Circle and Drama Desk
Award nominations. She speaks internationally on
sustainable design practices for theatre and is the
co-chair of the pre-post production committee for
the Broadway Green Alliance.

Porfirio Solorzano

Tony Award for Peter & the Starcatcher and a 2011

Donyale Werle looks at an entry in the Design Competition at the 2018 SETC
Convention.

Noting that design has become accessible to all today, Werle focused the remarks in her design keynote
on a question: As designers for the stage, what is our responsibility to design in a world overwrought with it?
What becomes the way to discover the right design? Werle thinks this comes through diversification in life
and thought.
“We need to diversify our lives and then we actually can understand things – we can understand others’
lives better,” she said. “We need to diversify how we think, and therefore we can reach a broader audience.”
She outlined four paths to diversification for designers:

1

Opposite Page:
Donyale Werle’s latest
work on Broadway was
the set design for In
Transit, which played
at Circle in the Square
from December 2016
until April 2017. Photo
by Donyale Werle.

Explore: Research should be a deep, ongoing, career-long process.

“Part of being a designer is exploring the world of your characters,” she said. “You need to explore deeply,

beyond the surface.”
Travel “to places you’ve always wanted to go to and to places you have never even thought about traveling

to,” Werle said. “Sometimes the places I never wanted to go to are the places that I learn the most. The more
we learn about our characters and the stories we tell, the better designers we are.”

MORE INFO:
donyalewerle.com
Instagram: @djwerle

If you can’t physically travel, be travel-minded, she suggested. Opening your eyes and mind to other
perspectives (even on your home turf) will help expand your thinking as a designer. “Sometimes the idea of
just opening these doors and windows to the other worlds that you might not think of is the answer,” she said.
Summer 2018 x Southern Theatre x 9

Werle recommends that designers read books, which she says can be helpful in tuning in to characters from
long ago. In addition, old photographs can provide windows into a story. “Research is about diving deep, and
sometimes going deep means going into personal photographs and just staring and studying all the bits and
parts.”

2

Community: Involve yourself in groups that support and expand your view.

“I look around the room here at SETC,” Werle said, “and this is our community. This is the design

community.”
However, she notes that it’s critical for designers to involve themselves in multiple kinds of communities to

both inform and express their designs. Those communities can be theatre design-related – for example, Werle
is involved with the Green Theatre Alliance, United Scenic Artists Local 829 and Wingspace Theatrical Design.
Or, she notes, they can be outside that space – such as her involvement with the Brooklyn Botanical Garden.
Designers should look for local groups that interest them, she said. In all of these spaces, you must accept that
learning, and learning from others and for others, is part of the process of design, she said.

3

Communication: Seek out multiple perspectives to take it from paper to a realized design.

“Communication is actually the bridge between what I want on paper or in the model and what I’m

actually going to get,” Werle said. “That communication allows something to happen, allowing new ideas,
sometimes new ways to solve things. It’s that communication which is essential to really telling these stories and
also diversifying the product of what you’re going to see on stage. It’s multiple people’s hands in the project.”
She notes that technology has both helped and hindered communication between artists. “We can

communicate in an instant, but are we listening?” she asked. “We must talk, physically talk to each other.”

4

Art: Apply your larger perspective to bring good choices to design.

Putting all of the above steps together is what helps designers create the best result.

“I think you take the exploration, the community, the communication – and then you have the art,” Werle

said. “So the art was created because I had all these other various components in my life as a designer, and
those things create better art.”
Design for the stage is not “just about looking on the page and reading the text and making choices on
your own in the model box. It’s about taking the wholeness of a person’s life and using that to inform your
decisions.”

STEPHEN STRAWBRIDGE on Lighting Design
Converse in light,
discover your vocabulary
Stephen Strawbridge has designed more than 200
productions on and off Broadway and at most leading
regional theatres and opera houses across the U.S.
Internationally, he has helped create major premieres
in locations including Copenhagen, The Hague, Hong
Kong, Lisbon, Munich, Sao Paulo and Vienna. He has

Porfirio Solorzano

been recognized with awards and nominations from

Stephen Strawbridge pauses while judging Design Competition entries at the 2018
SETC Convention.
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the American Theatre Wing, Bay Area Theatre Critics
Circle, Connecticut Critics Circle, Dallas-Fort Worth
Theater Critics Forum, Drama Desk Awards, Helen
Hayes Awards, Henry Hewes Design Awards and
Lucille Lortel Awards. He is co-chair of the design
department at Yale School of Drama and resident
lighting designer for the Yale Repertory Theatre.

Christopher Ash

In his design keynote at the SETC Convention, Strawbridge stressed that all lighting designers need to
develop a common vocabulary with their fellow designers on the production team. New designers, he said,
especially need to learn to do this in order to develop strong ideas and systems as they go from the role of an
observer speaking in ethereal terms at the top of the production process to being the artist who develops much
of the design within the collaborative and dimensional space of the active stage.
“Light, that ephemeral and intangible entity that can seem so mysterious but at the same time is bound
by the hard and fast laws of physics” can be difficult to discuss because words can mean different things to
different people, he said. It is not until light is put into context with the other designed elements onstage that
we can “reliably know if we are talking about the same thing,” Strawbridge said. “Once the physical space
has been designed, and the shapes, textures and colors of the clothes and surfaces have been chosen, and the
aural landscape determined, and the style of the performance anticipated, so, too, to a very large degree, has
the lighting vocabulary been established.”

Stephen Strawbridge
was the lighting
designer for Yale
Repertory Theatre’s
2013 production of
Hamlet, starring Paul
Giamatti (right) as
Hamlet and Marc
Kudisch as the ghost
of Hamlet’s father. The
play was directed by
James Bundy, with set
design by Meredith
Reis and costumes by
Jayoung Yoon.

His advice for designers:

1

Take visual research for light beyond paintings, photographs and the Internet.

Light is three-dimensional and “in the theatre, especially non-proscenium theatres, we will experience

much less of a picture and more of a dynamic sculpture,” Strawbridge said. One of the best ways to develop
early conversations in lighting design, he said, is with the lighting model: “The model is three-dimensional, and
it is an immediate part of a production in question, not something that is removed and requires interpretation.”
Going beyond the Internet in your research also will yield discoveries, he said. “The thing about Internet

research is you find exactly what you were looking for,” Strawbridge said, “but when you go to a library, you
find things that you weren’t looking for.”

2

MORE INFO:

Understand that color is based on more variables than the gel in the light.

Pay attention to the color and the textures of the costumes and the set. “Ultimately the color we see will

be a product of the subtractive color of the light and additive color of the pigments being lit,” and this must

stephen-strawbridge.
com

be considered early to make good choices, Strawbridge said.

3

Recognize that acting and production styles are key to making choices in light.

Presentational styling “requires light from the front for actors facing the audience,” Strawbridge said,

while representational styles “require side light for actors facing each other.”
Light can determine how a face is seen: “It can impart character or emotion, or it can leave character and
Summer 2018 x Southern Theatre x 11

emotion entirely in the realm of the actor. Which will be needed and to what degree?” Strawbridge asked,
noting this is a question each lighting designer must answer.

4

Converse early and often with other designers and the director.

Talking about light is important. “Because of the nature of light, finding a way to talk about it can be

extremely tricky, but there is great potential and there is also the great potential for misunderstanding,” he said.
Communicate at the start of a project and keep the conversation going with the design and production

team. “Everything works together as part of a unified whole,” he said. “The communication among the team
reflects this. Lighting ideas could come from anyone.”
In regard to theatre productions, “one can never talk just about the light,” he said. “Or, to look at it another
way, whatever else we are talking about, we are also talking about the light.”
Lighting designers need to develop an understanding of the space they are working in early: “Light doesn’t
exist until it comes into contact with and is reflected off of another physical entity,” he said.
It helps if the set designer has a comprehensive understanding of how light works in three-dimensional
space, Strawbridge said, noting that sound also is closely tied to lighting.
“Hearing and seeing are connected at the most basic elemental level,” he said. “An hour of discussion
won’t achieve as much as a moment of listening to an example of the aural environment.”

5

Light often plays late in the design process.

“Much of what happens in the technical rehearsals is the lighting designer responding to the movements

and attitudes of the performers,” Strawbridge said. “The meat of the collaboration between director and lighting
designer will happen in the theatre. Everything else is just preparation.”
Although early work in the design process is critical, “You’ve got to get to a run-through as quickly as you
can,” he said. “It’s the only way to really know what you’ve got.”

JANE GREENWOOD on Costume Design
Discover inspiration through
research, pay attention to details
For more than 50 years, Jane Greenwood has worked
as a designer for theatre, opera, dance, film and
television, including 139 productions for Broadway
since The Ballad of the Sad Café in 1963. Recent
Broadway credits include The Little Foxes, The Parisian
Woman and Saint Joan, which ended its Broadway run

Porfirio Solorzano

on June 10, 2018. Greenwood’s awards include 21

Jane Greenwood begins the process of judging entries in the Design Competition
at the 2018 SETC Convention.

Tony nominations, a special Tony Award for Lifetime
Achievement in the Theatre, the Irene Sharaff Lifetime Achievement Award, the Maharam/Henry
Hewes Design Award, the Lucille Lortel Award and,
in 2017, the Tony Award for best costume design of a
play for The Little Foxes. She has served as a professor
of design at Yale School of Drama since 1976.

In her design keynote at the SETC Convention, Jane Greenwood used her costume design for a recent production of Moby-Dick at the
Dallas Opera to illustrate the importance of diving deep into a story and its characters. She recounted how the individual treasures she
discovered through research inspired the rough and richly layered design of Ahab and his stalwart crew. Her nuggets for designers:

1

Read deep into the script – and beyond.

Discussing her work on Moby-Dick, she noted that she didn’t just read the script but also read the book to assist her in getting to the
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Greenwood searched through
old photographs as well as books
for inspiration and details that
enabled her to create periodcorrect costumes for Moby-Dick
(left) at the Dallas Opera.
Above is her sketch of the cook’s
costume. At right is the actual
costume, modeled in the dressing
room.

heart of the design. “Research is one of my favorite aspects of designing,” she said, noting that research, and
a lot of it, with as many specifics as possible, is key to getting the right combinations of character discovery.
After poring over her research, she found that the design for the characters aboard Ahab’s vessel became a
much larger job than originally anticipated. Her role went from simply designing a crew to really considering
the 40-something individuals who inhabited this story: “They all had to have clothes, and they all had to be
really individual, and they all had to be aged.”

2

The details must be accurate for every article and every stitch.

Her research included finding and viewing paintings and rare photographs from the show’s time period,

which gave her the detail she needed to make the clothing for the 40 crew members individualized and true
to the period. It’s important, she noted, to have the “right” research and to stand strong in using it to tell the
story. For example, she discovered that socks were out of the question for the crew because in that era “when
you are onboard a ship like that all the time, you get foot rot because of the socks getting wet all the time on
the boat. And so the full chorus, all 40 sailors, had to abandon them. And it was surprising how many of them

were upset that they couldn’t wear socks.”

3

Aging of costumes requires special work.

The Moby-Dick costumes needed to appear ragged, but “you have to make them properly, and then you

have to torture them and make them all look really old. But you have to start off with the real thing and fitting
people, so it’s really quite a – quite a job.”

4

Good costumes often appear as if they were effortlessly created, but they aren’t.

As she showed photos of her research, sketches of costumes and final production photos, Greenwood

noted that “it just shows how much work, how much research for just one show that you can do ... how much
work it really does involve. When it looks effortless, it’s very nice because it means that all the hard work is
worth it.”

5

Costume design is about the play, not the designer.

“The real importance of a costume designer is to serve the piece,” Greenwood said. “You don’t need

to show off. You need to just back up whatever it is that you’re designing for and, if you do it truthfully, it is
amazing how it really works.”
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6

Observing how others dress can help you design costumes.

“I think probably I’ve spent most of my life looking at other people and thinking about how they actually

use clothes, and it’s really wonderful,” Greenwood said. “Once you realize that so many things are explained
by the way people wear their clothes, it gives you the basis for character. In theatre, it’s all about what the
characters are.”

JANE SHAW on Sound Design
Open yourself to experiences to find
your own tracks in the world of sound
Jane Shaw was raised in Kansas and lives in Brooklyn.
She has worked in a variety of genres, from the classics
to devised dance pieces, and from site-specific works
to new play premieres. In addition to work in New York,
she has designed for a number of regional theatres,
including the Cleveland Play House, Hartford Stage,
Porfirio Solorzano

Mark Taper Forum, Denver Center and Asolo Rep.

Jane Shaw listens to a sound design entry in the Design Competition at the 2018
SETC Convention.

Her work has won a number of awards, including two
Connecticut Critics Circle Awards, as well as Bessie,
Henry and Premios Ace awards, and a Drama Desk
Award in 2015 for outstanding music in a play for
Tamburlaine with Arthur Solari. She is a founding board
member of TSDCA – Theatrical Sound Designers and
Composers Association.

In her design keynote at the SETC Convention, Jane Shaw shared words of encouragement for young designers
working to discover their places in theatre. She emphasized the importance of building both technical and personal
skills as they move from student to design assistant or designer in today’s industry. While anyone entering
the field should be well-versed in technical skills – from paperwork to console programming to equipment
management – she noted that they should also be good listeners and communicators with people skills.
“Having good people skills is not always about showing your competency,” Shaw noted. It’s just as important,
she said, to know “how to be the person that the designers want in the room with them.”

1

Be reliable in all forms of communication.

Today’s theatre practitioners need to know how to communicate clearly and quickly in emails, texts and

phone calls. Designers also should understand how to work remotely, be able to develop effective sound plots
with all relevant supporting paperwork, and appreciate the fundamentals of wireless RF (radio-frequency) mic
management and console and processor programming, she said. “Computer networking and Internet protocols
are of ever-increasing importance in the field,” Shaw said.

2

Travel, in person if you can, but via the Internet when you can’t, to expand your horizons
and experience more of the world.

“The world has infinite variations on the human and natural experience, and being exposed to these variations

can only deepen you as an artist,” Shaw said. “I think travel can help us understand stories that might not be
accessible otherwise.”
One way to experience these stories is to do design work that lets you travel, Shaw said, pointing to her
own work touring with dance as an example. “That’s one way you can see the world and be paid,” she said.
If you can’t travel, Shaw notes that the Internet has made the world a smaller place and opened up
opportunities for sound designers and researchers to experience other cultures from home as they work on a
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Roger Mastroianni

design. “There are sound sites where you can see a map of a country and then zoom in on part of the map, and
someone’s uploaded a sound file: You can hear what that corner of the street sounds like,” Shaw said. “This is
possible now.”

3

Don’t be afraid to experiment with sound and what creates it – and don’t fear the noise
of silence.

“As sound designers, we are working in the same medium as the actor’s voice,” Shaw said. “ We must have

an understanding of how our voice in sound plays with the actors and their ability to story-tell.”

4
5

Choose live sound when you can.

As a sound designer, “when you have a chance to work with live musicians, really work with them,” she

said. Collaboration with live sound can create a truly magical result.
Ask questions to advance your designs.

Questions that Shaw asks as she is designing a show include: “What’s the soundscape? What is the music

of the story? What’s the rhythm? Is it jarring or does it grow on you slowly? What’s our physical, historical
or emotional environment? How can we support the audience’s journey through the story without denying

Jane Shaw created
the original music
and sound design
for Shakespeare in
Love, presented in
2017 at Cleveland
Play House. Live
percussionist
and guitarist
Drew Bastian
(second from right)
accompanied
the production’s
sung numbers
and provided
instrumental
music mixed with
playback.

them their own discoveries and catharsis? What choices surprise us? What choices allow the story to be felt
most deeply?”

6

Figuring out your path is part of the fun.

Theatre has taken Shaw all over the world, and she says it also can take you “places you never thought

you would go.” n
Robert O’Leary is head of scenic and
lighting design for Florida School of the
Arts in Palatka, FL, and the past chair of
SETC’s Design/Technology Committee.

Neno Russell is a professional
patternmaker, an assistant professor
at Virginia Commonwealth University
and chair of SETC’s Design/Technology
Committee. He has patterned the costumes
for a number of TV and theatre shows,
including Broadway’s Amazing Grace.
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GET ME TO
CHURCH ON

Religious Institutions Inc
Hiring Workers with Thea
by E. Bert Wallace

THE
N TIME

creasingly Are
atre Training

I

If hearing the words “theatre” and “church” together
makes you think of children in bathrobes playing
shepherds or a man in a bad wig and a bed-sheet
toga talking dreamily about peace and love, you’re
30 years out of date. Since the early 1990s, many
churches, particularly large ones, have been taking
theatre seriously, focusing on excellence in all aspects
of production and hiring staff to make that happen.
Whether your theatre training is in tech, management,
performance or writing, you can find solid job
possibilities in the church world.
Much of the increase in opportunities has come
with the rise of megachurches – defined by the
Hartford Institute for Religion Research as churches
having at least 2,000 in attendance at Sunday services,
an active community presence and, typically, an
innovative worship format. According to Hartford’s
most recent data, there are at least 1,200 such
churches in the U.S. In addition, churches with over
1,000 regular attendees typically need production
staff, creating additional job opportunities for those
interested in using theatre training in a ministry
setting.
The fastest-growing area of need in mid- to largesized churches is in the technical fields. Magazines
such as Church Production and Technologies in Worship
highlight the growing emphasis on the use of
technology in worship settings. Major companies
like Sony and Peavey have entire divisions dedicated
to providing technical equipment and services to
churches and other worship venues. These and many
more large tech companies exhibit at huge annual
facilities and tech conferences hosted by WFX, an
organization focused solely on the many technical
needs of churches and worship events. The use of the
cutting-edge technology showcased at these events
by the hundreds of vendors and thousands of church
technicians that attend them clearly indicates the
churches’ need for trained technical staff, particularly
in the areas of lighting and sound. New facilities are
typically designed with high-end tech equipment,
such as ETC’s Eos consoles and Meyer sound systems.
Your knowledge of LED and intelligent lights, digital

Jonathan Hickey
(above), a vocal
performance major in
college, is the creative
arts director at First
Baptist Church of
Orlando, FL. At left,
he portrays Joseph of
Arimathea, the narrator
in The Light, the
church’s annual Easter
production, which
Hickey also directs.

sound, media servers and the like can provide access
to a job market increasingly hungry for workers
trained in these areas.
“Larger churches typically have at least one
person on [full-time] staff responsible for tech,”
says Jim Kumorek, a former technical director at an
Illinois church and the owner of Spreading Flames
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Media, a production company based in Raleigh, NC,

theatre training provides something extra – a “feel”

that creates marketing and promotional videos for

for performance that those with technical training

industrial and commercial clients.

outside of the arts often lack.

Audio Technicians: A Top Opportunity

Lighting Designers: Another Critical Need

“When a church reaches a point where it can hire

Probably the next to be hired after someone with an

a full-time technical person, an audio technician is

audio background is a lighting designer. The lighting

typically the first hire,” says Kumorek, who writes

designer is responsible for lighting all events at the

regularly on lighting and other technical topics for

church and sometimes off-site special events as well.

Church Production magazine.

These events include everything from regular Sunday

In a large church, audio technicians are responsible

James Kumorek, a
North Carolina-based
video producer who
writes about lighting
and other technical
issues for Church
Production magazine,
says audio and
lighting are the top
areas where theatre
people can find jobs in
religious institutions.

services to fully-produced concerts.

for setting up and running all sound, amplifying

Jeff Atkisson, the director of lighting at First Baptist

speakers, singers and musicians. They also typically

Church of Orlando, FL, oversees all aspects of lighting

train and manage a group of volunteers who help run

for the megachurch, which underwent a $14-million

tech on a rotating basis.

sanctuary renovation in 2015 that replaced its pews

“It’s the most critical, most complicated part of a

with 4,350 stadium seats. Atkisson oversees lighting

church’s tech ministry,” Kumorek says, whether it’s

in three performance spaces: the sanctuary/worship

a traditional church or one focused on contemporary

center, a large student space and a small proscenium

worship. “There are a lot of opportunities at bigger,

theatre. He holds an undergraduate degree in theatre

more contemporary churches. But at a large,

from George Fox University, a small liberal arts

traditional church, you might have a live orchestra –

college in Oregon that provided him with extensive

that has its own special [audio] needs.”

practical experience.

Theatre training can be helpful for these positions,

“I flew 45 shows as an undergraduate,” he says.

Kumorek says. In any church’s tech ministry, he notes,

In college, he learned how to scale, troubleshoot

“there’s a technical side, which you can learn.” But

with limited resources and think creatively – all skills

CONSULTING
From a national group of experienced
theatre consultants and practitioners

Theatre Consulting Network at SETC
From informal no-charge situation analysis
to full-blown projects, including:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Feasibility Studies
Institutional Analysis
New and Renovated Theatres
Business Plans
Organizational Structure
Production
Marketing and Development
www.setc.org/consulting
info@setc.org
336-272-3645

Photo by Will Page of The Wilson Center, Cape Fear Stage, Cape Fear Community College
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that served him well when he worked in the corporate

to his theatre training: “There’s something theatrical

environment after college and continue to help him

in everything we do.”

in the church environment now.

Atkisson’s contract with First Orlando is full-time,

“Whether I had a small plot at school or 400

but it allows time for freelancing, which is important

moving lights at a corporate event, the principles are

to him. He encourages others in tech to consider

the same,” he says.

corporate work as a supplement to their theatre or

After college, Atkisson had a varied career that
ranged from lighting Disney shows to illuminating

church jobs.
“Corporate work pays $500 to $900 a day,” he says.

corporate events. His first job after college was a

“Do it to pay the bills.”

technical position at Walt Disney World in Orlando,

Creative Arts Director: Pulling It All Together

where he ran tech at EPCOT’s Millennial Village and

Just as theatres need a manager to oversee their

was involved in the premieres of the Fantasmic! and

countless needs, many churches find they need a

Lord of the Dance shows. After that, he worked for

director to oversee the numerous creative activities

large production companies lighting theatrical shows,

that occur on their campuses.

festivals and corporate events. He has moved between

At Atkisson’s church in Orlando, Jonathan Hickey

the church and corporate worlds several times during

is the full-time creative arts director. In that role,

his career and still does freelance corporate work. He

Hickey oversees all drama and dance activities at the

was at First Orlando for several years in the early

church. He attends weekly creative meetings with

2000s, then accepted a job with LMG, a national

pastors to discuss Sunday services from a production

entertainment production company headquartered

perspective, works with the children’s and youth

in Orlando, and is now back with First Orlando full-

ministries, and manages any drama elements that

time.

occur onstage.

He enjoys the challenges of his job at First Orlando,

He has opportunities for other creative work

which involves handling the lighting for streaming

as well. In addition to writing Sunday School and

video and for nontraditional events (such as church

Vacation Bible School (VBS) curricula, Hickey writes

conferences). New trends in lighting design keep

and directs large Christmas and Easter events. In past

the work interesting, he says. He reports that he has

years, he also worked with kids at a musical theatre

“the same gear [at First Orlando] that I did at LMG [a

summer camp where the campers rehearsed and

major lighting company].” And he always refers back

performed an original musical.

Brian Stafford (right)
performs as Sam
Shovel, a 1940s
detective interrogating
Bible characters
using modern-day
references, in a
monthly show called
KidCity LIVE! The
show is performed
for elementary-aged
kids and their parents
in the auditorium at
Hope Community
Church in Raleigh,
NC, where Stafford
is the children’s
department creative
director. Stafford, who
studied acting in UNCGreensboro’s BFA
program, also directs
the show.
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‘At first, I
couldn’t see
how my acting
background and
theatre degree
had anything to
do with children.
When I saw what
they were doing,
I got it.’
- Brian Stafford

The entertainment standards in Orlando are high, and

as well. Shortly thereafter, he was offered the job of

Hickey works to bring the same level of production

full-time creative arts director. Hickey says he was

values to church work while remembering the reason

attracted by the work environment. His personal faith

the church is there: “We want to do unique things, but

is an important part of his life, and he liked the idea

there are a lot of entertainment options in Orlando.

of combining his training and interests with ministry.

Everything we do fits into our mission.”

His work at the Holy Land Experience and training in

Hickey brings a theatre background to the job. He

theatre sealed the deal. “I was hired largely because

grew up performing and being involved in all areas of

of my theatre experience,” Hickey says.

theatre, going on to earn a BA in vocal performance

Children’s Department Creative Director:

from Union University in Jackson, TN, where he

Creating the Wow Factor for Kids

was regularly involved in theatrical productions.

Theatrical elements are also important in the

After college, he worked with a touring children’s

children’s ministries at large churches, so much

theatre company before being hired at the Holy Land

so that a creative director is often part of the staff.

Experience, a sort of theme park/theatrical venue in

The creative director for the children’s department

Orlando that portrays various events from the Bible

typically oversees all children’s programing at the

in replicas of ancient Palestine. There, he eventually

church. This includes finding or writing curriculum

became a writer and the production manager.

for classes, overseeing tech, and coordinating and

Like many who work full-time in theatre-related

training volunteers.

church jobs, Hickey started out doing a one-time gig.

Training as an actor can be helpful in this role.

He was hired to write and direct First Baptist Orlando’s

Brian Stafford, creative director for KidCity, the

Christmas event. The church administrators liked

children’s department of Hope Community Church

what they saw: a professionally produced Christmas

in Raleigh, NC, spent three and a half years in the BFA

show that was successful not only with members

acting program at the University of North Carolina

of the congregation, but with the larger community

at Greensboro. He says his theatre training and

SETC 2018 Fall
Professional Unified

Auditions

> When: August 26-27, 2018
> Where: Sheraton Charlotte Hotel, in Uptown Charlotte, NC
> Registration is Now Open! setc.org/auditions/fall-professional
SETC Professional Unified Auditions by the Numbers from Aug. 2017
Participating companies were looking to fill 2,109 roles
27 casting reps from 18 theatre companies participated
193 actors, singers and dancers auditioned
Theatres represented: repertory, regional and stock companies,
single show venues, cruise lines, dinner theatres,
entertainment agencies, seasonal shows and more!
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experience as an actor were key reasons that he was

children’s worship activities on all four campuses. His

chosen for the job.

work typically includes creating sketches and games

He started out volunteering as an actor at the

led by actors, developing videos (often produced in-

church in 2006 while working various non-theatre

house), and overseeing a variety of technical elements,

jobs after college. Like an internship, volunteering

including lighting and stage design.

with a church that has growing theatrical needs can
be an important first step in getting a job there. A few

“It’s my job to make the experience as excellent as
possible,” Stafford says.

people I dealt with
were in crisis. My

months after Stafford began volunteering, he was

To accomplish that, he visits all the campuses

approached by Debbie Dodson, the church’s drama

regularly, making sure that staff at each campus

director at that time, about applying for a job with

have what they need. He is also actively involved in

KidCity.

writing curricula (including scripts for live and video

“At first, I couldn’t see how my acting background

‘Many of the

sketches) and sometimes performing.

acting training let
me help them see
the bigger picture
and connect with

and theatre degree had anything to do with children,”

Director of Worship:

Stafford says.

Bringing Theatrical Elements to the Service

However, he was convinced after attending

All churches have some sort of worship leader or

children’s services and seeing the production

director. This position typically involves coordinating

excellence the church required. “When I saw what

and performing worship music and often requires

they were doing,” he says, “I got it.”

a seminary degree. However, large churches often

them as human
beings, not just a
set of problems.’

Hope Community has four campuses in the greater

expand this position, or add a new job overseeing

- Tenika Dye

Raleigh area. This multi-site approach has become

the technical and performance aspects of a service.

more common for large churches, increasing the total

Theatre training is invaluable for these kinds of

Burgess

number of services, each of which must be staffed to

positions.

meet high production standards. As creative director

George Livings, director of worship at Salem

for the children’s department, Stafford oversees all

Evangelical Free Church in Staten Island, NY, started

CELEBRATING 90 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE IN ACTOR TRAINING

APPLY NOW at
NEIGHBORHOODPLAYHOUSE.ORG
or Call 212-688-3770
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The Last Adam, that he hopes to bring to Broadway.
In the tradition of Jesus Christ Superstar or Godspell (at
least in subject matter), the show is about the life of
Jesus. While (unlike those familiar shows) The Last
Adam doesn’t change the basics about Jesus, it does
tinker with some of the minor players in the story.
“For example, what if Peter was a bully?” he suggests.
“We want to stay true to the essence of Jesus while
not being afraid to try things with the secondary
characters.” The show is not primarily aimed at
Christians, but at a mainstream audience.
Salem is considering the addition of more
campuses, which would add to Livings’ job and
increase the number of production positions available
to people with theatre training.
From Community Development to Artistic
Director: Other Church Jobs for Theatre People

Left: Former Equity actor George Livings now works at
Salem Evangelical Free Church in Staten Island, NY.
Above: His job includes writing and producing shows,
such as Heroes of the Faith, a children’s musical
featuring Dr. Fear (center) and his sidekicks.

Tenika Dye Burgess, chair of SETC’s new applied
theatre interest area, has worked in three ministryrelated jobs – and she says her theatre training was
invaluable for all. After graduating with a BA in
Theatre from East Tennessee State University, she

out as a London-based Equity actor, performing in

worked professionally as an assistant stage manager

the West End and touring. After moving to the U.S.,

and actress for a year before accepting a two-year

he found a job at the Holy Land Experience, where

job with the North American Mission Board as com-

he cut his teeth in ministry-based theatre.

munity development coordinator for a new church

He took the job at Salem Church in 2016 after

being started in Abingdon, VA. Her job was to help

serving for several years in churches in Orlando

expand the church’s programming, recruit and

and New York in similar capacities. A full-time staff

train volunteers, and coordinate the conversion of a

member at Salem Church, Livings sees his job as

100-year-old house into a ministry center. She had to

glorifying God through excellence, both in regular

figure it all out as she went, leaning heavily on her

worship services and through outreach events.

theatre training. Because she had a generalist degree,

“Sunday morning is for the flock to unapologetically

she had experience in all areas of theatre: acting, tech

worship Jesus,” George says. “Outside the church

and management. This broad training was invaluable

walls, we take a different approach.”

to her in her varied responsibilities. “Our budget was

His duties for the regular worship service

not large,” she says. “But, like producing a show on

include writing, composing music, running tech

a shoestring, I knew how to make do with limited

and coordinating volunteers. “There’s a clause at the

resources.”

bottom of my contract that says, ‘Plus everything else
not mentioned,’” he says with a laugh.
Livings also writes and produces special theatrical
events at Christmas and Easter and for summer

At the end of the two-year contract, she stayed
on as an administrative assistant. She credits her
directing and stage management experiences with
helping her succeed in that position.

youth camps. Salem’s musical theatre summer camp

She then went back to professional theatre, work-

is New York City’s only licensed Christian children’s

ing for two and a half years for A. D. Players, one of

camp and represents a significant portion of Livings’

the nation’s oldest Christian theatre companies, in

work.

Houston.

Throughout his work at Salem, Livings uses the

After a move to the Chattanooga, TN, area, Burgess

skills he developed at drama school in England and

became aware of the concept of applied theatre:

as a working writer and actor. Although it’s not part

using drama in education, community outreach and

of his job, Livings is currently developing a musical,

therapy settings, usually in nontheatrical spaces. She
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Right: Tenika Dye Burgess served for five years as artistic director of ReCreate Café, a Salvation Army
program for homeless individuals in Chattanooga, TN. Above: Actor Bruce Shaw performs at the ReCreate
Café in a Christmas version of Walk in My Shoes, a production telling the stories of homeless and nonhomeless individuals. Those who were or had been homeless recounted the stories of individuals who had not
been homeless – and vice versa. Shaw told the story of a homeless individual.

was exploring this new field when a chance meeting

reasonable, though, to wonder if a church would

with the head of the Salvation Army in Chattanooga

specify, as part of the job requirements, that an

put her in contact with the officer in charge of the

employee must be a person of faith. The simple

group’s homeless ministry, who happened to be a

answer is: maybe, maybe not.

London-trained actor. Burgess began to volunteer

Generally, anyone applying for a position that

at the Salvation Army ReCreate Café Day Center,

would be considered part of the church’s ministry

curating nighttime events, teaching basic acting classes

staff would be required to have beliefs in line with

and playing theatre games with clients. This proved

the church’s principles.

so popular and so effective that in 2011 the Salvation

Some religious organizations also make it a

Army director created a full-time position for her,

requirement for all positions. For example, those

expanding the theatre work she was already doing at

working at the Holy Land Experience in Orlando

the ReCreate Café. As artistic director, she was able

are required to be Christians. Livings reports that he

to use her theatre training while pursuing her new

had applied to the Holy Land Experience as a non-

passion for community outreach through theatre.

believer, not knowing that was a requirement. As it

“As actors, we are trained to be empathetic,”
Burgess says. “Many of the people I dealt with were

happens, he became a Christian the day before they
called him back.

in crisis. My acting training let me help them see

In other settings and especially in jobs that

the bigger picture and connect with them as human

are purely technical positions, faith is often not a

beings, not just a set of problems.”

requirement for employment.

Burgess left that position after five years. She now
works mostly in applied theatre as a freelance artist
in her new home of Cookeville, TN.
“Theatre trained me to be hard-working and
always strive for excellence,” she says. “Those skill-

Getting a Job at a Church

If you’re interested in a theatre-related job at a
church, many recommend volunteer work as the best
way to get your foot in the door.
Kumorek, for example, worked previously as

sets are applicable anywhere.”

a technical director for Northwoods Community

Faith: A Requirement for the Job?

Church in Peoria, IL. He applied for and got that

Clearly, there are job opportunities in religious
institutions for those with theatre backgrounds. It’s

job after gaining valuable experience as a volunteer
(Continued on Page 31)
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Following (and Financing)
Your Dreams in Theatre
by Kyle Moore

Pay Off Student Debt
Survive Feast and Famine Jobs
Live on a Strict Income
Make the Big Move
Save for Retirement

I

It is no secret that it can be difficult to make a living

already spent, with interest added on top of that

as a theatre artist or technician. You may struggle just

amount. The average U.S. household has over $15,000

to pay the bills while dreaming of a future where you

in credit card debt and over $46,000 in student loan

have become a successful theatre practitioner with no

debt, according to Erin El Issa’s “2017 Household

worries about finances.

Debt Study,” published at NerdWallet.com. With an

But how can you reach those financial goals,

average interest rate of 15 percent for credit cards

especially if you’re among the large percentage of

and 7 percent or higher for student loans, most

theatre artists starting their professional careers with

households are paying at least $450 in interest every

thousands of dollars of student debt? How can you

month. Imagine how much easier it would be to pay

not only get out of debt, but survive the ups and

monthly expenses and save money for future goals

downs of freelance work, save money for important

if that money wasn’t tied up.

events (such as a move to a new city for work) and

“Think of paying off debt as an investment in

squirrel away dollars for your retirement?

yourself,” recommends Parker Moffat, a certified

My Story

public accountant (CPA) and manager of accounting

I graduated in 2008 with a BFA in technical

policy and standards at Fidelity Investments in

theatre, $63,000 in debt. Today, I am debt-free, with

Boston, MA. “You are saving future interest payments

the exception of a mortgage. I work as a freelance

that will usually add up to more than what you could

technical director and scene designer and as an

make investing it elsewhere.”

assistant professor at the University of Montevallo

One of the most tried and true methods for getting

in Alabama, living in a nice, modestly priced home

out of debt is the “debt snowball.” This is a system

while supporting a wife and two children.

of organizing your debts and making sure that you

Using the ‘debt
snowball’ plan,
I was able to pay
off my $63,000 in
debt in roughly
four years while

While it took me a number of years to pay off my

are paying toward the principle of your debt instead

earning my MFA

student debt, I now know that I could have done it

of just making interest payments. You start by listing

much faster had I started paying it off with a plan

all your debts from smallest to largest, and then you

from Boston

of attack. My first year out of college, I had no idea

make the minimum payment on every debt. Any and

University and

how to deal with money. I was working full-time

all extra money goes toward paying off the smallest

working for

and enjoying the newlywed life. A written budget

debt on the list. After the smallest debt is paid off, you

was the furthest thing from my mind. Each month, I

move on to the next smallest debt. This means that

several regional

merely hoped to have a little cash left over to save or

every time you pay off a debt you have more money

theatres.

go toward travel or a larger purchase.

available to go toward the next debt, ensuring that

I knew I wanted to pay off my school debt as fast

you are making strides toward becoming debt-free,

as possible. However, with little financial know-how, I

which feels great and gives you added momentum.

went about it entirely wrong. I decided to pay double

Using the “debt snowball” plan, I was able to pay

the minimum payment on each of my individual

off my $63,000 in debt in roughly four years while

student loans, but soon realized I hadn’t made much

earning my MFA from Boston University and working

progress at all.

for several regional theatres.

Everything changed in 2009, in the midst of a major

Another great way for a theatre artist to pay off

economic downturn, when my wife’s employer was

student loans quickly is through a job on a national

suddenly forced to downsize. Overnight, my job as

tour. That’s the route taken by Theresa Snyder, a

an overhire carpenter for a regional theatre became

graduate of Brenau University in Gainesville, GA,

our only source of income. Every dollar I made

who works as a key costumer in television, most

now mattered and had to be spent with purpose.

recently on the Sleepy Hollow TV series. After college,

We created our first written budget, which was and

she took a job as a wardrobe supervisor for national

still is our most important tool for financial stability.

tours. Most tour contracts cover your housing and

Understanding where every single dollar was going

transportation, and some even pay daily per diem

helped us to rein in our spending and create a plan

to cover your food separately from your weekly

for getting out of debt.

pay. With everything but her cell phone bill covered,

Pay Off Student (and Other) Debt

Snyder chose to skip little luxuries so that half of each

It is almost impossible to save money when

paycheck went toward her debts. Within a year and

you are repaying someone else for money you’ve

a half, she had paid off her $25,000 of student debt.
Summer 2018 x Southern Theatre x 25

Theatre & Dance
within the Liberal Arts

Highly Competitive
Academically Rigorous
Nationally Ranked

10 Reasons to study Theatre
& Dance at Wake Forest!
1. Small, individualized classes,
integrated with production and
performance
2. Beginning to advanced study in all
aspects of theatre
3. Opportunities to double
major/minor
4. 4 major productions and 2 dance
concerts yearly
5. Two well-equipped spaces:
proscenium and thrust
6. Faculty and student directed
productions; multiple student
producing groups
7. Talent-based scholarships for
performance and production
8. Both merit and need based financial
aid
9. Funding opportunities for student
projects, summer study and travel
10. Over 400 approved study abroad
programs in 70 countries

For information contact:
Department of Theatre and Dance
P.O. Box 7264, Reynolda Station
Winston-Salem, NC 27109
336-758-5294 ◆ theatre@wfu.edu
college.wfu.edu/theatre
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PARKER MOFFAT, CPA:
Create an emergency
fund for unexpected
expenses.

THERESA SNYDER,
COSTUMER: Live
frugally as you take on
your first job.

NATHAN WOODS, CPA:
Create and stick to a
budget when income is
inconsistent.

She says the most important factor in

The key is to understand the bare

eliminating post-college debt is to live

necessities of what you need to get by. Write

frugally as you move into the real world.

down your monthly unavoidable costs –

“When you’re in college, you are used

rent, insurance, utilities, transportation

to living off of bean burritos and cereal,”

and food. When you have a month with

Snyder said. “It’s best if you can keep that

an influx of work, set aside as much as

same style of living when you start making

possible of the extra money you have left

money. Most people will just start spending

over after paying for the necessities. The

to their new income level. If you can keep

savings will tide you over when times are

your costs low and put the extra income

rough. This is easier said than done. Saving

aside or to go towards debt, you’ll never

money when you are working long hours

feel the cut. If you’re not used to having

takes discipline. It means that you can’t eat

extra money, you can’t miss it.”

out for every meal, and anything beyond

Another key to getting and staying out

necessities may have to be put on hold.

of debt, financial professionals say, is to set

“When incomes are inconsistent, creat-

aside some money in an emergency fund.

ing and sticking to your budget becomes

“Having an emergency fund with at

even more important,” says Nathan Woods,

least $1,000 in it can help you pay for

owner of Woods CPA, PLLC, in Richmond,

unexpected costs like car tires or an ER visit

TX. “Sometimes you even have to treat each

that could otherwise break your budget,”

week as its own budget. You have to avoid

Moffat, the CPA, says.

spending frivolously. Some of the biggest

Once your debt is paid off, saving money

killers of budgets are interest payments and

becomes easier. Imagine what you could

eating out, even grabbing your daily coffee.

do if you didn’t have to make a $400 credit

These expenses seem small at the time but

card payment or send Sallie Mae $350 each

add up fast.”

month.

Avoiding long-term commitments to
Survive Feast and Famine Jobs

service providers also can help. When

The unpredictable nature of

income is inconsistent, try to avoid annual

professional theatre work can make it

contracts for your phone, television and

difficult to save money. One month you

other extras. That gives you the flexibility to

may have more work than you can handle,

drop a service (such as cable TV or Netflix)

and the next month there may be none.

one month if your income is going to be

It can be feast or famine. People often

lower than you anticipated.

overspend during the good months and

Having the previously mentioned

suffer as a result during the next off period.

emergency fund is also essential. Snyder

UNIVERSITY OF WEST GEORGIA

Theatre Company

2017
2018
SEASON

DARING, DYNAMIC, DEFIANT: your world is our stage.

PLAY WEST.

NAST Accredited
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Theatre

FOR MORE INFORMATION
678-839-4700 or theatre@westga.edu

westga.edu/theatre

• Access to professional theatre artists
• Access to industry standard software in theatrical sound, lighting,
costume, and scenic design
• Performance and design opportunities starting in freshman year
• Design lab, lighting lab, sound recording studio, large scene shop, and
new costume shop
• Internship programs (local, national, international)
• Practical experience in all facets of theatrical production
• Student scripts from playwriting course are produced in regular season

Theatre

• Student-directed and designed theatre productions

College of Arts and Humanities
School of the Arts

• Conference participation and travel opportunities
• Strong alumni contacts

says this has been an important help to her
during slow work times. “Ideally, you want
to have a good 6 to 12 months of expenses
saved up to hold you over when work gets
lean,” Snyder says.
In addition, she notes that “sometimes
we have to stay in a job a little longer than
we would like to or take jobs that we don’t
really want. I think that’s part of being an
adult. We have to choose what we really
want and just have to suffer through for a
little bit.”
Live on a Strict Income

Sometimes theatre artists and

LUKE WENZ, SCENIC
INSTALLER: Cook at
home to save money
on a strict income.

BRETT MOORE,
SOUND ENGINEER:
Crash with a friend for
a while in a new city.

JAKE PATTERSON,
ACTOR/IT GUY: Try
ride sharing and public
transit.

technicians choose to work for a salary that
is lower than their expectations – or their

because our friend told us that it would be

ME. “You work at the job that you want

normal rates. It could be because it is the

fun. Whatever the reason, we have to figure

and one or two more gigs to make sure you

only work to be had. Or, sometimes we

out how to make it work.

can pay rent. Hopefully, one job leads into
another that will pay more, and you can

have a personal interest in a play or believe

When you find yourself in a situation

in the message of the show or company.

like this, it’s important to understand how

There are times when the exposure or

much money you will take home and what

Keep in mind that your detour into

show credits associated with taking a job

your essential living costs are. Then, cut out

a low-paying job should be temporary.

are more important than the money. And

everything else for the time being.

Small-stipend jobs are not designed to

sometimes we take a lower-paying job

“You’d be surprised how good beans

support a professional for long. The goal

and rice can taste when you learn to

is to leverage that experience into a better

cook,” says Luke Wenz, an installer for

paying job.

Black Walnut, an Emmy Award-winning

Make the Big Move

fabricator of scenic environments for

Many theatre professionals will

television, exhibits, live events and theatre,

make a major move during their careers.

located in Valley Cottage, NY.

For some, it will be to New York City to

Wenz worked for the Zach Scott Theatre

take a shot at Broadway. For others, it may

in Austin, TX, as a carpenter after high

be a move to a regional theatre in another

school and eventually worked his way up

city for a job. The easiest way to relocate to

to a job as the theatre’s assistant technical

a new city is to move for a job you already

director before taking on his new role with

have secured. That way, you have a steady

Black Walnut.

income while you figure out the details of

He says preparation is the best way to

living in a new place.

maximize your dollar when money is tight.

Brett Moore, sound engineer at Paper

“Sometimes you have to cut out any

Mill Playhouse and an IATSE Local 21

luxury that you can,” he says. “Skip the

member, crashed on a friend’s couch for a

bar, cook your own food, and sabotage your

few weeks after he moved to Milburn, NJ,

social life for a while. It’s amazing how

for his job at Paper Mill, the 2016 winner

much money you will spend in a month if

of the Regional Theatre Tony Award. That

you are going out all of the time.”

allowed him to get comfortable in the city

Another strategy is to find additional
work to help pay the bills.
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quit the other gigs.”

before looking for an apartment. However,
he says he should have asked more

“Sometimes you have to work multiple

questions of those who already lived there

small-stipend jobs at the same time,” says

before leasing a place. “I ended up finding

Peyton Talley, assistant technical director

a great apartment in a bad part of town and

for Theatre at Monmouth in Monmouth,

moved again a year later,” he says.

Moving to a new city without a job can

it like the wind. It all just seems to float

be trickier, as Jake Patterson, an actor whose

away, and you don’t know where it goes.

day job is in information technology (IT),

From transportation in the middle of the

can attest. He moved to San Francisco with

night when you realize you have to get out

no job and $5,000 in savings. “I actually

to Brooklyn or Queens, to delivery costs, it

stayed at an Airbnb at first,” he says. “This

all starts to add up quickly.”

guy had split up his living room into three

Harris recommends visiting New York

spaces with fabric and charged $600 a

in advance of the move to find a place to

month. It wasn’t ideal, but it gave me time

live. “If you can, go a couple of weeks to

to figure out what I was going to do. The

a month before to find a room,” she says.

biggest thing is to make connections. Don’t

“It may just be a weekend trip. But hit up

be afraid to get out there and be proactive.

things like Gypsy housing [a Facebook

Try every day to get a job.”

group where you can find rooms for

Within three weeks, Patterson landed

performance artists in New York] and

a day job in IT. “It was the type of job I

message any connection you may have in

was looking for,” he says. “It turned out

the city looking for a room.”

to not be a great company to work for,

Echoing Patterson’s comments, she notes

but it sustained me for a few months

the importance of finding connections in

and I learned a lot and made even more

your new city. “Try to live in neighborhoods

connections while I was there.”

near your friends or you will never see

He recommends investing the time

them. Acquaintances may become your

required to network in your new city. “The

NYC besties if you live near each other.

more people you know, the better off you’ll

Find your tribe. They’re around.”

be,” he says. “Try to find a community. A

Save for Retirement

friend from college or coworkers can lead

Theatre artists and technicians

you to more people to meet.”

have the luxury of working in an industry

Now a consultant at Uptime USA and

that is exciting and constantly evolving,

a freelance actor, Patterson says the key to

but most have dreams of not depending

a successful relocation is preparation. “Do

on a paycheck anymore. We look forward

your research,” he says. “Find out about

to having the resources to take on only

public transit and commercial transit. With

projects that excite us. For many theatre

ride sharing and bike/car rental services, it

practitioners, that is what retirement is

can be really easy to get around without a

– not when we stop working, but when

car. It is freeing to go around the city and not

the shows that we work on are no longer

have to worry about where you parked your

dictated by the money we need.

car, parking costs, and if someone is going
to break into it.”

To reach this goal, you need to have a
plan and commit to saving money through-

For many people in theatre, the big move

out your working life. Although all of us

of their dreams is to New York City. If that is

have heard this advice, many don’t follow

your plan, stage manager, lighting designer

it. According to a 2016 article in Economic

and scenic artist Amanda Harris warns

Policy Institute, 35 percent of Americans

that you should put away as much money

have only $17,000 in savings at age 60.

as possible before making the move. Now

Starting early – and contributing regu-

a graduate student in stage management

larly to a retirement plan – is the key to

at the University of Alabama, she lived in

building a nest egg, financial profession-

New York for three years after graduating

als say. To free up money to invest in your

from Texas State University with a BFA in

retirement, Bill Freeman, an independent

theatre design and technology.

finance consultant in Sugar Land, TX, sug-

“Save your money for when you first
arrive,” she says. “You will blow through

gests examining all of your expenses.
“Start by creating a budget and unSummer 2018 x Southern Theatre x 29

derstanding where your money goes,” he
says. “If possible, decrease your monthly
expenditures. Do you really need to stop
at Starbucks every day?”
He also says it is important to start
saving at the start of your career, even when
you are still paying off student debt.
“Pay yourself first, and get into the
habit of saving from the start,” Freeman
says. “No matter how small your salary is
or how much student debt you have, find
some amount of money that can be put
away each month, no matter how small.”
While $5 doesn’t seem like much, if you

AMANDA HARRIS,
STAGE MANAGER:
Put aside lots of
money for a move.

BILL FREEMAN,
FINANCE CONSULTANT:
Start saving at your
first job.

THOMAS KELLY,
STAGE MANAGER:
Maximize W-2 wages
vs. 1099 income.

could save $5 a day for a year you would
have $1,825. That money can turn into over

may have investment options through

benefits such as health insurance and

$82,000 after 40 years of compound inter-

your employer. Also look at options

employer matches for 401(k) accounts.

est averaging a 10% interest rate, which is

through professional organizations. The

“Don’t work for fees,” Kelly says.

the average annual return for the Standard

International Alliance of Theatrical Stage

“Benefits, benefits, benefits. The employers

& Poor’s 500 since its inception.

Employees (IATSE) and Actors’ Equity

will try to get you to work for a flat fee and

Once you have settled on an amount to

Association (AEA) have retirement plans

it can even seem like more money, but it is

invest on a regular basis, the next question

available to their dues-paying members.

worth it to have someone take care of your

is: Where should you put your money? If

Freeman recommends also doing research

taxes and money for you.”

you work for a theatre or a university, you

on your own for investment opportunities.

Kelly retired almost 10 years ago and

“If your union or professional affiliation

now accepts only a few gigs or speaking

has a retirement plan, make sure to take

engagements a year. He is financing his

advantage of it,” he says. “But if it doesn’t,

retirement through a 401(k) plan and a

anyone can invest in their own 401(k) or

pension from AEA. Like many, he wishes

individual IRA. The Roth IRA also has

he had saved more for retirement earlier.

important tax advantages: Taxes are paid

“I never had a specific age that I wanted

upfront, but the account is tax-free forever.

to retire,” he says. “Suddenly, when I was

That’s especially beneficial for young

55, I looked around and thought I really

retirement investors since most people

need to get serious about retirement. I

make more money and move into higher

didn’t start early enough to have my

tax brackets as they get older. Getting taxes

retirement all nice and neat in the bank

out of the way at lower rates just makes

when I was 70, but between all of the

sense. Even better, your investment gains

retirement plans that my wife and I have,

are tax-free as well.”

we don’t have to worry financially.”

Another key to maximizing your

Whether you’re 25 or 55, it is never too

retirement savings is to work as much as

late to take charge of your finances, learn to

possible as an employee receiving W-2

live within your budget and start investing

wages, rather than as a self-employed

for your future. Do what you can today to

contractor receiving 1099 payments, says

better prepare yourself for a financially

Thomas Kelly, a mostly retired production

secure tomorrow. n

stage manager who is the author of The
Back Stage Guide to Stage Management. In
addition to being responsible for paying
the employer’s share of Social Security
themselves, self-employed contractors
typically don’t get employer-provided
30 x Southern Theatre x Summer 2018

Kyle Moore is an assistant
professor at the University of
Montevallo in Alabama and
a freelance technical director
and scenic designer.

Church Jobs
(Continued from Page 23)

can lead to full-time opportunities in your

job, uniting your training and passion with

area of expertise.

actually making a living.
Is a Church Job Right for You?

on the technical team at a small church

And, of course, jobs can be found through

in New Hampshire. Many volunteers,

job search engines such as churchstaffing.

While many of us look to traditional

though, simply work their way up from

com, churchjobs.net, the Gospel Coalition’s

theatrical venues, academic institutions

a volunteer job to paid staff at one facility.

Job Board (jobs.thegospelcoalition.org),

or television and film for employment,

That was the case for Tenika Dye Burgess,

and indeed.com’s ministry section (indeed.

churches also offer increasing numbers

who volunteered her way into a full-time

com/q-Church-jobs).

of opportunities for well-trained theatre

position with the Salvation Army.

The Collection Plate:

artists and technicians. Even if the church

Can You Make a Living?

position isn’t explicitly or obviously

Of course, it’s up to you to find volunteer opportunities. If you attend a church,

Those who work in theatre-related

“theatrical,” your theatre training can

get to know the people who coordinate

jobs at churches say salary ranges are

be a big asset. David Calvert, worship

volunteers. If you don’t attend a church,

comparable to what you would expect in

leader and creative arts director for Grace

call or visit and ask about volunteer op-

a similar position at a small- to medium-

Community Church in Angier, NC, sums

portunities. There is a lot of turnover, so

sized theatre. However, you may find a

it up well: When a church sets out to hire

there will likely be immediate opportuni-

less demanding work environment than

support staff, “Theatre isn’t a requirement,

ties – and your theatre experience may help

in the theatre industry, which is known for

but it is a blessing.” n

you get the job. Be willing to do whatever

sometimes requiring a lot of work for little

is needed, even if it’s not obviously in your

or no pay. Not only do people with full-

skill set. If you make yourself invaluable,

time church jobs make reasonable salaries

you’ll be a natural choice for consideration

(often with benefits packages similar to

when a job opens up.

those in corporate employment), but they

Taking on a single gig in a church – as

also have the security of a full-time job in

Hickey did at First Baptist Orlando – also

a related field. It can be the ultimate day

E. Bert Wallace is an associate
professor of theatre arts at
Campbell University in Buies
Creek, NC, an elder in his
church, and a past chair of
SETC’s Religion and Theatre
Committee.
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WORDS, WORDS, WORDS . . .
Editor: Lamont Clegg

Words, words, words … [Hamlet II,ii] reviews books on theatre that have a connection to the Southeast or may be of special
interest to SETC members. Lamont Clegg, director of the drama program at Osceola County School for the Arts in Florida,
edits this regular column. If you have a book for review, please send to: SETC, Book Editor, 1175 Revolution Mill Drive, Studio
14, Greensboro, NC 27405.

The School of Doing:
Lessons from Theater Master
Gerald Freedman
by Isaac Klein
2017, Flying Dodo LLC
ISBN: 978-0692953679
Pages: 340
Price: $25 (paperback); $9.99 (Kindle) at
www.amazon.com

and Chita Rivera to a newer generation
including Dane DeHaan, Anna Camp
and Rebecca Naomi Jones. The book has
a helpful Acknowledgements section with
brief bios of the more than 100 individuals
Klein interviewed for the book.
Klein organized the book by taking
quotes directly from personal conversations
with Freedman, class recordings, notes,

by Richard St. Peter

interviews, speeches and articles written
by Freedman. This structure gives the

erald Freedman has had the kind

impression of Freedman speaking directly

of extraordinary career legends are

to the reader. The wisdom and experience

made of. From his early days assisting

Freedman shares is, by his own admission,

the likes of Jerome Robbins and Leonard

nothing new, merely the continuation of

ideas – are the various spotlights that are

Bernstein on Broadway, to his directing

a 400-year-old tradition that dates back

spread throughout. Reading his director’s

work for the New York Shakespeare

to the Elizabethans, if not earlier. But

notes from the 1990 production of The Lady

Festival, where he directed the original

Freedman has distilled those aesthetic and

from Maxim’s at the Great Lakes Theater

G

production of Hair, to his time serving

practical ideas that came before him into

Festival, or his text work on his productions

as dean of the School of Drama at the

constructive advice delivered in his own

of The Cherry Orchard and Measure for

University of North Carolina School of

unique voice.

Measure, really gives the reader an insight

the Arts, Freedman spent well more than

If the book has any weakness, one can

into how he moves his work from the

half a century working in professional and

argue that Klein may have been overly

classroom to the rehearsal room. One can

academic theatre.

reliant on quotations from so many of

be a great director but a poor teacher. One

In his new book, The School of Doing:

Freedman’s students and colleagues.

can be a terrific teacher and a mediocre

Lessons from Theater Master Gerald

Freedman’s voice is so distinctive that the

director. With Freedman, you get the perfect

Freedman, author Isaac Klein – assisted

frequent use of quotes from others tends to

combination of a master director-teacher.

by many of Freedman’s former students

break up the forward momentum of what

The School of Doing will be a valuable

and contemporaries – expertly captures

he is discussing. On a number of occasions,

read for people interested in theatre history

Freedman’s voice and philosophy on all

the quotes simply parrot what Freedman

as well as those who would like to immerse

aspects of a life in the theatre. In what reads

has just said.

themselves in the directing and teaching

like a continuous master class, Freedman

Klein divides the book into nine

philosophies of Gerald Freedman. Perhaps

shares his ideas on acting, directing,

chapters, each focusing on a different aspect

most significantly, this book provides

musical theatre, playing Shakespeare,

of theatre. Chapters include: Shakespeare

documentation of the continuing impact of

acting on film, the business of theatre and

& Musical Theater, Directing, Teaching,

one of our most important – and possibly

many other aspects of the field.

Design, The Business & the Life, and several

most under-appreciated – directors. n

Klein has done a fabulous job organizing

chapters on acting, including Breaking

Freedman’s thoughts, and a helpful preface

Down the Script, Acting Is Doing, and

makes clear what are Klein’s words,

Technique. The Technique chapter focuses

Freedman’s words and quotes from

on comedy, voice and camera technique.

others. The “others” are an impressive

What makes the book really terrific

roster of former students and colleagues,

– in addition to the way Klein captures

ranging from Mandy Patinkin, Kevin Kline

the specificity of Freedman’s voice and
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Richard St. Peter, an assistant
professor of theatre at
Clemson University, is a
professional director and
the chair of SETC’s Directing
Committee. He has directed
around the United States, in
the Czech Republic and in Romania.

Liberty University’s Department of Theatre Arts is now offering two new
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree programs:

BFA in MUSICAL THEATRE • BFA in ACTING

Beginning Fall 2018, Liberty is offering two new Bachelor
of Fine Arts (BFA) programs in theatre. Students will
learn from distinguished professors who are acting
professionals — and can also audition for Alluvion

Stage Company, Liberty's professional theatre company.
Placement auditions for the BFA programs will be held
APRIL 6-7, and video submissions will be accepted.

 APPLY NOW at Liberty.edu/SouthernTheatre.

Call (434) 582-7078 to make an appointment or for questions regarding auditions.
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